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ABSTRACT 

 

No one can deny that the increasing energy demand -due to world population 

booming- and climate change are two major challenges facing humanity in the current 

century. Climate change phenomenon is basically related to green house gases (GHGs) 

emissions which result in increasing temperature of earth. Among GHGs, CO2 is the 

major contributor in global warming while CH4 is considered a major energy source as 

the main component of natural gas. Dry reforming of methane (DRM) achieves 

utilization of both CO2 with CH4 by producing syngas which can be converted into 

valuable compounds. Thus, DRM is a currently a hot subject in both industrial catalysis 

and environmental research. 

The applicability of DRM in industry is hindered by its high energy demand and 

coke formation on catalyst surface which leads to rapid catalyst deactivation. Nickel 

catalyst is well-known for an activity comparable to those of the expensive and abundant 

noble metals. However, pure Ni catalyst can suffer from severe coke formation at the 

elevated temperatures required for DRM reaction. To reduce coke formation, Ni-

bimetallic catalysts are examined as they have shown reasonable activity and reduced 

carbon deposition. Several nickel-transition metals bimetallic catalysts showed their 

potential for coke resistance and improved activity. While the synergetic effects of Co-

Ni-bimetallic catalyst is found to be due to its oxophilicty, Ni- Fe catalyst activity is 

attributed to redox system formation. However, Cu behavior of coke resistance and 

activity enhancement is still not well-defined at molecular level at the time of this study.  
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This study uses DFT (Density Functional Theory) computational methods to 

evaluate DRM reaction on Ni2Cu (111) bimetallic catalyst. The study will reveal how 

different species of elementary reactions are adsorbed on catalyst surface, explore the 

reaction mechanism and investigate the role of atomic oxygen as well as hydroxide 

species in carbon removal and catalyst stability in presence of Cu in the Ni-Ni network. 

The results will also explain the dominant reaction pathway by calculating the activation 

energy barriers of different elementary reactions and contribute to design of new stable 

and coke-resistant catalyst that can be used for DRM on the industrial scale.  
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NOMENCLATURE 

A                                  Pre-exponential factor 

Al2O3 Alumina 

cNEB                           Climbing nudged elastic band method     

DFT                             Density functional theory 

DRM                           Dry reforming of methane 

Ea                                                  Activation Energy   

FS                                Final state 

GHGs                          Green house gas 

hTST                            Harmonic approximation of transition state theory 

IS                                 Initial state 

k                                   Rate constant 

MEP                            Minimum energy path 

NEB                             Nudged elastic band method 

n(r)                              Electron density 

SMR                            Steam reforming of methane 

TST                             Transition state theory 

vi                                                       Real frequency 

v’i                                                     Imaginary frequency           

ZPE                              Zero-Point energy correction        
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1 INTRODUCTION AND LITERATURE REVIEW 

1.1 Introduction 

"Let us face it, there is no Planet B" said Emanuel Macron, the French president 

while  he addressed the US lawmakers suggesting that U.S. should come back and rejoin 

the Paris Climate Agreement1. No doubt that increasing concern over global warming and 

greenhouse gases (GHGs) effect has been accelerated in the last decades. With estimated 

25.7 gigatons emissions into our atmosphere, CO2 can be considered a major contributor 

to global warming2. Despite the efforts from organization such as European Union, Fossil 

fuels still hold a major share in the energy mix that resulted from the increasing energy 

demand. Utilization of fossil fuels escalates the CO2 emissions and worsens their global 

warming effect. Capturing CO2 and using it as a chemical feedstock can be a double 

benefit for both environmental and profitability perspective that can drive lawmakers and 

industry towards more green economy3,4.  

Monetization of both CO2 with CH4, which is the most problematic greenhouse 

gas, into more valuable compounds is key subject in industrial catalysis and 

environmental research5,6. Fossil fuel consumption releases million tons of CO2 and other 

(GHGs) into the atmosphere which is a main factor to global warming and climate 

change. Hansen et al showed that the temperature rose at least 0.8 ◦C since 1951 and have 

forecasted of continuous increment in 21st century7. Among the GHGs, while CO2 is the 

most important contributor in terms of quantity emitted8, natural gas that is mainly 

composed of methane and other light hydrocarbons C2-C4 is a major player as clean 
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energy resource. For the major natural gas producers such as USA, Qatar and Russia, 

methane monetization represents a major drive for the whole economy. For these 

countries, the approach utilization of both CO2 and methane will not only save the 

environment9,10, but also it will boost both local, regional and global economy11. In the 

context, dry reforming of methane that utilize both major GHGs, which is CH4 and CO2, 

is one of the attractive processes for converting the GHGs into value-added chemicals 

and fuels 12,13,14,15,16. 

The Dry Reforming of Methane (DRM) reaction is given by the following 

equation:  

CH4 + CO2 → 2 CO + 2H2      ∆H◦ = 247.3 kJ mol-1 
1) 

The DRM reaction catalytically reform CH4 with CO2 to result in syngas (CO and 

H2). In return, the produced syngas is very valuable precursor for many other products 

and uses. It can be used either directly as fuel or converted to other hydrocarbons to 

produce valuable and ultra-clean fuels and products such as methanol, diesel, gasoline, 

kerosene and naphtha through Fischer-Tropsch and other reactions17,18,19,20 . Moreover, 

DRM can be used in other industries as in steel manufacturing where syngas plays the 

role of reducing agent to get reduced iron21. 

Despite the recent improvements and researches related to DRM, certain 

challenges are persistent and still required to be faced. First and foremost, the reaction is 

highly endothermic and energy intensive which limits the uses due to large capital 

required. The reaction need to be controlled above 700 ◦C otherwise competitive 
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reactions will dominate and enhance carbon formation. This coke formation itself is 

another major challenge as it causes rapid catalyst deactivation and results in less 

efficient non-stable reaction which hinders the industrial application. Thus, producing of 

stable and efficient catalysts with economic visibility is very crucial for long term 

operation22. Recently, the proposed solutions to address these challenges include 

combined reforming and optimization 23,24,12, and developing catalysts that resist coke 

formation25,26.  

1.2 Overview on Ni-based catalysts for DRM 

Recent researches used different metal catalyst such as Platinum (Pt), Rhodium 

(Rh), Iridium (Ir), Cobalt (Co) and Nickel (Ni) for DRM. It cannot be denied that noble 

metals such as Ru and Rh proved their higher catalytic activity, prolonged stability as 

well as coke resistance. Pakhare and Spivey22 reviewed the performance of different 

noble metals in DRM and investigated their effect on the reaction kinetics and 

mechanism. However, noble metals are costly and less abundant which limit their 

economic attractiveness  for the large industrial scale use22.On the opposite side, Ni-

based catalysts showed comparable catalytic activity to noble metals, still it  is a cheap 

alterative transition metal with high availability27,28 ,29.  

Catalyst design and synthesis play a major role in the catalytic performance. 

Properties such as strong metal-support interaction, dispersion and size, oxygen storage 

capacity, basicity, porosity surface area and reducibility are manipulated in a complicated 
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trade-off  process in order to tackle certain problems such as reduced catalyst activity or 

coke formation as shown in Figure 130.  

 

 

Figure 1 Summary of catalyst properties for DRM catalyst design modified from30. 

 

1.3 Carbon deposition mechanism and coke management 

There is no doubt that carbon deposition on Ni-based catalyst used in DRM limits 

its application and effectiveness. However the problem of coke deposition cannot be 

solved away from other challenges. In fact, designing a catalyst for DRM is a 

complicated trade-off process that need tackle certain problems such as carbon 

deposition-as in Figure 2- and reasonable activity31. 
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Figure 2 Pore plugging in a supported metal catalyst owing to carbon adapted from18. 

 

Table 1 Different carbon species formed on the catalyst modified from18 
Carbon Structure Designation Temperature range (degC) 

Adsorbed, atomic carbon 

(surface carbide) 

Cɑ(alpha) 200-400 

Polymers, amorphous films Cß(Beta) 250-500 

Ni carbide (bulk) CƳ(gamma) 150-250 

Vermicular filaments or whiskers Cv(filamentous) 300-1000 

Graphite (crystalline) platelet films Cc(crystallline) 500-550 
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DRM is usually associated with competitive reactions such as Boudouard 

reaction, Reverse water–gas shift (RWG), methane cracking and methanation. Among 

these reactions, Boudouard reaction and methane cracking are responsible directly for 

carbon formation which causes rapid catalyst deactivation as in Table 1 and Scheme 1. 

 

Boudouard reaction :  
 2CO → Cads + CO2             ∆H◦ = -172 kJ mol-1 (2) 

 
Reverse water–gas shift: 

 CO2+H2  CO+H2O         ∆H◦ = 41 kJ mol-1 (3) 

 

Methane cracking: 
 CO2+H2  CO+H2O         ∆H◦ = 41 kJ mol-1   

(4) 

 

Methanation: 
 CO2+4H2CH4+2H2O      ∆H◦ = -165 kJ mol-1  

(5) 
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Scheme 1 Mechanism of carbon formation at the catalyst surface adapted from 18. 

 

Temperature control plays crucial to avoid these side reactions as well as manage 

coke formation. While methanation are favored at lower temperature (300◦C), 

Boudouard reaction generate less reactive species at temperatures (500-700◦C) which 

deposits on metal.  

Increasing the temperature to above 800◦C inhibits the highly exothermic 

Boudouard reaction and more reactive carbon species are formed mainly due to methane 

cracking which can be easily oxidized by CO2. In other words, coke formation is 

minimized as carbon removal by CO2 is equivalent or faster than carbon formation. 

However, these high temperature operation demands more energy, which represents an 

economic challenge for DRM industrial applicability while produce more CO2 if the 

energy source is fossil fuel. Recently, Wang et al28 suggested utilizing promoters such as 
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Ce and Zr in optimum process parameters can lower this temperature with enhancement 

of the ability of carbon deposition elimination and carbon deposition resistance28. 

 

 

Figure 3.Carbon containing product for the catalytic reactions: (a) CH4 decomposition 
(CH4=100%), (b) Boudouard reaction (CO=100%), (c) Dry reforming of methane 
(CH4=50% and CO2=50%) modified from30. 
 

To illustrate the kinetic and thermodynamics of DRM, let CX (X= A, B, or R) is 

the component concentration and k0 is the frequency factor, as determined by the 

Arrhenius law, equilibrium constant K, absolute temperature T, activation energy Ea, 

while k0  is the pre-exponential factor, and R is the universal gas constant. 

From Arrhenius Equation: 

Forward reaction rate constant: 

 k = k0 exp (-Ea/RT) 

 

(6) 

 rf = kf(CA,CB), kf= k0f exp(-Ea/RT) 

 

(7) 
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Reverse reaction rate constant: 

 

So one can conclude that the equilibrium constant K=kf/kr; which determine the 

DRM extent. As implied from above Figure 3 and Figure 4, methane decomposition 

occurs at temperatures above 557◦C and the Boudouard reaction at temperatures below 

700◦C.Thus, maximum carbon deposition is reported in the temperature range 557–700◦C, 

as shown in the equilibrium data for the DRM reaction32.  

Zhu et al36 conducted a comprehensive DFT study for DRM over Ni (111) 

catalyst to investigate the reaction mechanism . They observed that the dominant pathway 

for DRM includes CO2 direct decomposition to form atomic O as well as methane 

dissociation to generate CH and C, followed by the CH and C oxidation by atomic 

oxygen and finally decomposition of CHO to produce CO. However, they stressed that 

the OH oxidant effect cannot be ignored 33.Tomishige et al38 tried to investigate carbon 

deposition source and conclude that carbon formation fromCH4dissociation is more than 

that formed from CO disproportionation and that may be attributed to the fact that CH4 

dissociation promoted Ni aggregation than CO34. In two separate publications, Trimm et 

al35 investigate the role of Ni3C in DRM and concluded that formation of nickel carbide is 

crucial step in coke formation over Ni- based catalysts36. 

 

 rr= kr(CR), kr= k0r exp(-Ea/RT) 

 

(8) 
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Figure 4.Equilibrium data for DRM process adapted from18. 
 

The same conclusions have been confirmed by DFT studies. Ziyun et al37 focused 

on carbon deposition mechanism on Ni different surfaces as shown Figure 5. The study 

showed that carbon deposition is sensitive to Ni metal surface structure and emphasis on 

the main role of Ni3C on rapid carbon deposition that leads to rapid catalyst deactivation. 

Moreover, carbon diffusion and segregation on the Ni surface is related to surface 

structure. Surface modification is with no doubt- a key factor to inhibit coke formation 

during DRM. It has been found that carbon diffuse more in Ni surfaces in the following 

order: 110>100>11137. 
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Figure 5 Proposed mechanism for dry reforming of methane on Ni catalyst modified 
from33 to show OH species role. 
 

Experimentally, this claim has been confirmed by plasma techniques which 

ensure that Ni (111) lattice structure is well-defined with proper Ni dispersion, reduce 

particle size and ensure the strong metal-support interaction (SMSI). The result of this 

well-define structure was high catalytic activity and excellent resistance to formations of 

filamentous carbon and encapsulating carbon38,39. Figure 6 shows schematically the 

phase transformation and coke formation Ni(111) and Ni(211) stand for the clean nickel 

metal flat and stepped surfaces respectively, and Ni3C(001) and Ni3C(111) are the flat 
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and stepped nickel carbide37. Flat surfaces are marked in blue, while stepped surfaces are 

in red. Toxic coke is the more stable and high toxicity carbon atom which will result in 

the deactivation of the nickel catalyst. The corresponding overall reaction rates are 

marked below the different structures. The arrow with X means this step is not likely to 

occur, while arrow without X means this step could happen37. 

 

 

Figure 6 Deactivation scheme to show schematically the phase transformation and coke 
formation adapted from 37. 
 

Particle size is another main factor that can control carbon deposition. Under the 

DRM high temperature conditions the Ni particle easily agglomerate due to thermal 

sintering40,41. Kim et al46 showed that 7 nm is the lowest diameter for Ni nanoparticles 

(NPs) to enable filamentous carbon formation42. Nicolas et al31 highlighted the need for a 

fine catalyst particle size, ideally below 5 nm, to avoid excessive carbon deposition31. 
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Several strategies can be utilized to control the nickel particle size and hence 

reduce coke formation: (1) Enhance the dispersion of Ni during preparation43,44, (2) 

Improve Ni capacity for anti-sintering by SMSI 45,46 and (3) Use a core-shell and 

mesoporous support to improve the confinement effects as in Figure 747,48. 

 

 

Figure 7 Categories of the Catalysts with Encapsulated Structures adapted from49. 
 

1.4 Bimetallic Ni-based catalysts for DRM 

Recently Ni bimetallic catalysts have received a lot of attention and research due 

to its practicality. Doping other metals in Ni-Ni network results in synergistic effect due 

the change of metal surface properties which, in turn, improves the catalytic activity and 

improve carbon resistance30,50, For DRM reaction, Ni can be coupled with either noble or 

transition metals. The former option has recently received due to its availability and 

cheap price, which enables long term operation without frequent shutdowns for catalyst 

change or regeneration. Figure 8 summarizes different bimetallic alloys and their 

characteristic properties. 
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Figure 8 Summary of characteristic properties of different Ni-based bimetallic catalyst. 
Cu requires further study to interpret its properties on molecular level modified from 26. 
 

1.4.1 Bimetallic Ni-noble metal catalysts for DRM 

Noble metals such as Ir , Ru and Pt are used frequently for DRM because  they 

exhibit high catalyst activity and less coke formation25,51,52.However, their application is 

limited due to less availability and high cost. Foppa et al53used DFT calculations to 

explain coke resistance of noble metals by comparing DRM and competitive reactions 

free energy span. Their study57 showed that Boudouard reaction results in less reactive 
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carbon form on Ni that cannot be easily removed. On the other hand, more reactive coke - 

which can be easily oxidized –is formed on Pd and Pt from methane cracking reaction 

53.Catalyst activity and carbon resistance depends for a major extent on its reducibility. 

 On a catalyst with suitable reducibility, the produced syngas can reduce the oxidized and 

deactivated catalyst. Moreover, the catalyst fluidization inhibited the carbon deposition54.  

 

 

Scheme 2 a) Surface restructuring of Ni-Pt bimetallic systems induced by temperature 
and adsorbates; b) Evolution of the surface structure of Ni/Pt bimetallic nanoparticles 
upon thermal treatment adapted from55. 
 

 Hydrogen spillover effects occurs when hydrogen molecules dissociate on noble 

metal and diffuses to non-noble metal species increasing its reducibility56. Decorating the 

Ni surface with small amounts of noble metals will modify its surface and even lead to 

surface re-construction to become similar to the core-shell pattern-as in Scheme a/b- with 

the Ni-rich core is protect from carbon deposition and enhanced activity 55. 
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1.4.2 Bimetallic Ni-transition metal catalysts for DRM 

Transition metals such as Cu, Fe, Co showed intrinsic characteristics to improve 

both catalyst activity and resistance to coke formation 57. 

Co was used as both mono and bimetallic catalyst for DRM 58,59. Cobalt-based 

catalyst exhibits high CH4 conversion for continuous 250 h TOS (Time-On-Stream) with 

reduced coke formation 60. It is widely believed that a high metal dispersion or small 

ensemble size can be enhanced by reducing the Ni–Co content. High metal dispersion is 

responsible for the Ni–Co outstanding stability, SMSI and coke resistance60,61. The 

enhancement of catalytic activity and stability is thought to be due to its high 

oxophilicity. While Co is oxidized to Co-O via carbon dioxide, the carbon species from 

CH4 dissociation reduce it again to Co0 resulting in dynamic redox system which 

maintain catalyst stability.  

Ni-Fe catalysts have been also investigated and showed improved coke resistance 

due to Ni-Fe alloying and re-alloying process. The presence and migration of FeO at the 

surface allowed its reaction with deposited carbon. This phenomenon explained the 

increased stability via Fe2+/Fe0  redox cycle as in Scheme 362,63 . Recently, Xu et al64 

conducted DFT study on DRM over Ni2Fe of Ni(111) and concluded that the surface C 

reacts with lattice oxygen of FeO to produce CO via Mars-van Krevelen (MvK) 

mechanism with a low energy barrier of 0.16 eV as in Figure 9, which agrees with the 

experimental results from Stavros et al 63,64,65.  
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Scheme 3 Dealloying and realloying behavior of an Fe-Ni alloyed particle in DRM 
modified from 66. 

 

 

Figure 9 Energy profile of C oxidation by lattice oxygen in FeO/Ni (1 1 1) (in unit of 
eV). The gray and red balls denote the C and O atoms, respectively adapted from 67. 
 

1.5 Ni-Cu bimetallic catalysts 

The Ni-Cu bimetallic catalyst on different supports such as SiO2 and Al2O3 and 

others has been studied. It has been proven that the incorporation of Cu into Ni-Ni 
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surface has been proven to enhance stability, promote activity and improve coke 

resistance in dry reforming. For example, Pendem et al68 studies the Cu–Ni interfacial 

interaction and chemical state of the active catalytic phase. By characterization of the 

fresh and used catalyst, they showed that the Cu- Ni particles intrinsic catalyst synergy 

may be responsible for the bimetallic catalyst high stability and reactivity, even with 

good recyclability after ten successive cycles without considerable loss in the activity. 

Yet, there is no clear interpretation the role of Cu especially at the molecular level 

in terms of enhanced carbon resistance to date26,69, 70. 

Cu can act as active phase promoter in CH4/CO2 reforming. As per Massimiliano 

et al72, the partial substitution of Ni by Cu interrupts the Ni-Ni network and reduces coke 

formation69. While Ni and Fe catalysts have a comparably high catalytic activity and 

suffer from performance degradation caused by coking, Cu catalyst is less active 

compared to both catalysts but more resistant to coking.71 . 

Vizcaíno et al72 proved that Nickel is the phase mainly responsible of hydrogen 

production by ethanol steam reforming over Cu–Ni supported catalysts, while the copper 

presence reduces the CO formation and coke deposition72.Kim et al73 exposed Ceramic-

metal (cermet) composites having alloy compositions of 0, 10, 20, 50 and 100% Ni were 

exposed to dry reforming of methane at 1073 K for 1.5 h. The experiments demonstrate 

that coke formation is greatly halted on the Cu-Ni surfaces compared to Ni catalyst. More 

interestingly, they also noted that carbon formation on the alloys reduced with the 

increased reduction temperatures74. Misture et al77 showed that oxide-supported metal 

catalysts has high activity for dry reforming of methane with turnover frequencies as 
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large as 3.9 at 850 °C. The Ni0.375Cu0.375Mg0.25Al2O4 catalyst shows stable methane 

conversion out to 12 h on stream without performance-degrading coking75.The same 

outcome was confirmed by Reshetenko et al76 , Lopez et al77 and Miriam et 

al78.Moreover,Sharifi et al concluded that Cu addition improved feed conversion, 

products yield and better syngas ratio when he used Cu-promoted Ni/Al2O3-ZrO2 

catalyst79.Similar result was indicated by Bonura et al who concluded that copper 

addition promotes the kinetics of nickel reduction80. 

In attempt to explain the effect of Cu, Nader et al reformed CH4/CO2 over 

synthesized 2 Ni–Cu/Al2O3 nanocatalysts that were prepared separately via impregnation 

method and treated using non-thermal plasma methods separately. The authors indicate 

that while stability of the nanocatalyst was attributed to size of NiO crystals, its activity 

strongly dependents on the morphology and the synergism effect between nickel and 

copper particles81. This synergism effect itself is related to the Cu loading up. Wu et al 

concluded that a Cu/Ni of 1:3 loading showed higher activity whereas higher Cu content 

significantly reduces the activation of methane. This can be explained by possibly due to 

that the competitive adsorption of CH4 and slow dissociation kinetics on copper atoms. 

Surface enrichment of copper due to low surface energy compared with Ni may also 

decrease the number of active Ni sites on the surface and affect activity for high copper 

ratios 82 . 

The above experimental conclusions are in agreement with DFT calculations. 

Wang et al investigate the effect of doping coinage metals in Ni-Ni network for DRM. 

The authors focused on the successive dehydrogenation of CH4, as well as the diffusion 
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of CH (one of the important carbon-containing intermediate along with CO), on the 

doped Ni (111) surfaces. He concluded that the adsorption energies of CHx (x=0-3) are 

reduced on alloy surface compared to the corresponding adsorption energies on Ni (111) 

surface. In particular, the Cu-Ni surface makes the CH intermediate product is much 

more difficult and thus prevents the CH species reactions60. Liu et al conducted DFT 

study to investigate the dissociation of CH4 on NiCu (111) surface. The results showed 

that Cu-rich surface shows better coke resistance 83. The same group studied the 

dissociations of carbon deposition on (111) catalyst surfaces of both elementary metals 

(Fe, Co, Ni and Cu) and bimetals (NiFe, NiCo and NiCu). Based on their DFT 

calculation, they showed that carbon deposition is expected to be least likely to occur on 

segregated NiCu surface compared to Ni (111) surface84. These results agree with An et 

al86 who concluded that the activation energy barrier (Eact) for CH→C+H on NiCu (1 1 1)  

is found to be 1.8 times larger than that on Ni(111), while Eact for CH4→CH3+H is 1.3 

times larger 85. Similar conclusion has been confirmed by Wei et al86 who studied the 

methane dehydrogenation on a bimetallic Cu/Ni (111) surface. To conclude, the Cu-Ni 

surface reduces coke formation by elevating the CH energy barriers. However, the 

stability of CuNi alloy cannot be fully explained by the ensemble effect of Cu on Ni 

metal that may inhibit the carbon formation rate on Ni catalyst. More comprehensively, 

the incorporation of Cu into Ni affects the oxidation pathway of the deposited carbon, and 

this factor would be more important in the stability control of CuNi alloy87,88.  

Most reports in literature recognize the role of Oxygen (O) species in carbon 

elimination, Zhang et al70 highlighted that not only O species but also OH species has 
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stronger role in carbon elimination in case of Ni (111) and CuNi(111) surface. In their 

attempt to explain carbon elimination on Ni based surfaces, they have used DFT 

calculations to systematically investigate the mechanism of surface carbon elimination by 

O and OH on both the alloy FeNi(111) and CuNi(111) surfaces 70. Their finding showed a 

linear relationship between the average adsorption energy of C+O or C+OH species and 

the activation barrier of C+O or C+OH reactions for carbon formation70. Thus, they 

explained that the ability of carbon elimination on the metal surface increases with the 

decreasing of adsorption ability for C+O and C+OH species on the corresponding metal 

surface70. In other words, as CuNi(111) surface promotes carbon elimination and inhibit 

carbon, carbon elimination is accelerated resulting efficient periodic cycle of carbon 

formation and elimination which may be responsible for the stability of CuNi bimetallic 

catalysts70. So, overall the addition of Cu to Ni catalyst both promotes DRM activity and 

enhances coke resistance as shown in Figure 1026.  
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Figure 10 The energy profiles for the dissociation of CH4 on elementary metals (Fe, Co, 
Ni and Cu) and bimetals (NiFe, NiCo and NiCu) surfaces modified from84. 
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2 RESEARCH PROBLEM AND OBJECTIVES  

2.1 Research problem 

There is no doubt that climate change is a global problem. GHG emissions are 

main contributor to climate change. Increasing population and growing industrial activity 

are main sources of GHGs emissions89.The world population boom in the second half of 

20th century has reached its peak levels with the highest growth rates reported at 2.06% 

between 1965 and 197090.This increase in population has been met with more demand for 

energy. Although efforts toward making the use of renewable and clean energy more 

sustainable are continuing91,92, the fossil fuels such as oil, coal and natural gas are still 

playing a major role in the energy mix of most countries worldwide.  

Syngas production from CO2 is well-know technology which can results in 

valuable via Fischer–Tropsch syynthesis19. In that context, the dry reforming of methane 

(DRM) reaction is attractive attention due to its advantages over steam reforming (SRM). 

DRM require no CO2 separation from flue gases and lower H2/CO ratio around unity 

compared to SRM 23,93.  

Different catalyst have been explored for DRM, among them Nickel and Ni-based 

catalysts been showed reasonable activity that can be compared to noble metals which are 

less available and expensive25,52. However, as no oxygen is directly involved in dry 

reforming, the carbon deposition on the reaction catalyst represents a major drawback 

that hinders further industrial application94.Several nickel-transition metals bimetallic 

catalyst showed their potential for coke resistance and improved activity. Co and Fe 

synergistic characteristics are due to their oxophilicity and redox system respectively50,70. 
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However, Cu behavior of coke resistance and activity enhancement is still not well 

defined at the time of this study. DFT study for DRM over copper modified Ni (111) 

catalyst is performed to explore the reaction mechanism, barrier energies and coke 

resistance behavior. 

 

2.2 Research objectives 

1. Study the adsorption of all different species involved in DRM over Ni2Cu layer to 

identify the most stable configurations. 

2. Investigate the dominant reaction mechanism of the dry methane reforming of 

methane over Ni2Cu bimetallic catalytic system.  

3. Explore coke removal oxidation by both atomic O and hydroxyl group (OH). 

4. Compare C elimination by Cu surface enrichment to similar Ni2Fe and mono 

metallic Ni (111) catalysts reported in literature. 

5. Evaluate the Cu surface enrichment and Temperature effect on both coke 

deposition and catalyst activity. 
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3 METHODOLOGY 

3.1 Methods and calculation parameters 

Density functional theory (DFT) is a phenomenally successful approach to finding 

solutions to the fundamental equation that describes the quantum behavior of atoms and 

molecules that have been described by the Schrödinger equation. There are two important 

definitions related to Schrödinger equation solution and DFT: the wave function and the 

ground state. The definition of wave function is quantum physics state that it is a 

mathematical description of the quantum state of a system. The ground state of a quantum 

system is its lowest-energy state; the energy of the ground state is known as the zero-

point energy of the system. On the other hand, an excited state is any state with energy 

greater than the ground state. 

Schrödinger equation in its famous simple form is: 

 

In this equation the Ĥ is Hamiltonian operator and ᴪ is a set of solutions of the 

Hamiltonian. For each of these solutions ᴪ has an associated eigenvalue, En, which is a 

real number that satisfies the eigenvalue equation.  

Born-Oppenheimer Approximation stated that since the electrons are small and 

fast compared to nuclei then the dynamics of nuclei and electron can be separated or 

decouple into two wave functions as follows:  

 Ĥ ᴪ = Eᴪ (9) 

 ᴪ({ri},{RI})      ᴪN({ri},{RI})* ᴪe({ri},{RI}) (10) 
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For a fixed set of atomic positions, the focus of the calculation is to solve the 

ground state of the electrons.Where ri is the spatial coordinate of each i electron and RI is 

the spatial coordinate of each I nucleus. 

Based on the above, the Schrödinger equation can be expressed as follows: 

 
 Where ᴪ is the electronic wave function, which is a function of each of the spatial 

coordinate r of each of the N electrons. Solving Schrödinger equation will enable the 

determination of the ground state of a collection of atoms Figure 11gives a closer look at 

the Hamiltonian component of Schrödinger equation. 

 

 

Figure 11 Electronic Hamiltonian components modified from 95 

 Ĥ ᴪ (r1, r2, r3 … rN) = Eᴪ (r1, r2, r3 … rN) 
(1

1) 
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Still, to solve Schrödinger equation for simple molecule is computational 

challenge as it has many-electrons problem. To illustrate this problem, consider the water 

molecule which possesses 10 electrons only, the Schrödinger equation will become a 30-

dimensional problem as we consider 3 spatial coordinates per electron position. Similarly, 

we can say carbon dioxide Schrödinger equation, which will be 66-dimensional problem 

and so on. 

The strength of the Density Functional Theory (DFT) comes from its capability to 

utilize the electron density n(r) which is a true observable – a physical quantity that can 

be measured by methods such as X-ray diffraction-that contains all information in wave 

function. This closely related quantity is the density of electrons at a particular position in 

the space since it can be written in terms of the individual electron wave functions as 

follows:  

 

The summation goes over all the individual electron wave functions that are 

occupied by electrons, so the term inside the summation is the probability that an electron 

in individual wave function ᴪi (r) is located at position r. The factor of 2 appears due to 

Pauli Exclusion Principle, which states that each individual electron wave function can be 

occupied by two separate electrons provided they have different spins. The n(r) is 

function of 3 coordinates instead of 3N coordinates in case of Schrödinger equation, 

which converts the many-electrons problem to many-one electron problem. 

 n(r) =2 ∑i ᴪi*(r) ᴪi (r) (12) 
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The density functional theory is based on two fundamental mathematical 

theorems proved by Kohn and Hohenberg and the derivation of a set of equations by 

Kohn and Sham in the mid-1960s96,97. The first theorem, proved by Hohenberg and Kohn 

(HK), is: The ground-state energy from Schrödinger’s equation is a unique functional of 

the electron density. This is very important as it support the elaborate the concept 

discussed above. In fact, it is possible to solve the Schrödinger equation –or in other 

meaning find the ground state of atoms- by finding a function of three spatial variables, 

the electron density, rather than a function of 3N variables, the wave function. In 

addition, the second Hohenberg–Kohn theorem defines another important concept of the 

functional: The electron density that minimizes the energy of the overall functional is the 

true electron density corresponding to the full solution of the Schrödinger equation95  

The self-consistent iterative nature of Khon-Sham theory is broken into the 

following steps: 

1. Define an initial, trial electron density, n(r). 

2. Solve the Kohn–Sham equations defined using the trial electron density to find 

the single-particle wave functions, ᴪi (r). 

3. Calculate the electron density defined by the Kohn–Sham single particle wave 

functions from step 2, 

 

 

 nKS(r) =2∑ ᴪi (r)* ᴪi (r) (13) 
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4. Compare the calculated electron density, nKS(r), with the electron density used in 

solving the Kohn–Sham equations, n(r). If the two densities are the same, then 

this is the ground-state electron density, and it can be used to compute the total 

energy. If the two densities are different, then the trial electron density must be 

updated in some way. Once this is done, the process begins again from step 2. 

In this project, the first-principles calculations performed in this study are based 

on spin-polarized Density Functional Theory. The Vienna ab initio package (VASP) is 

used to simulate DFT calculation. The exchange and correlation of the Kohn–Sham 

theory are treated with the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) with Revised 

Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof 98,99. 

The energy cutoff of  plane wave was set to 400 eV is used in the all present 

calculations and all geometries are optimized using a force-based conjugate gradient 

algorithm 100 until the forces acting on each atom are converged better than 0.01 eV/A˚. 

Spin polarization was taken into consideration in all calculations due to presence of 

magnetic atoms. The optimized lattice constant for Ni is 3.523 ◦A which is in good 

agreement with the experimental value of 3.52467. 

Brillouin zone sampling is performed using a Monkhorst–Pack grid 101 and 

electronic occupancies are determined according to a Methfessel–Paxton scheme 102 with 

an energy smearing of 0.2 eV. The Ni2Cu (1 1 1) surface is represented as a four-layer 

slab with p (3 x 3) supercell and only the bottom layer of the slab is kept constrained. The 

neighboring slabs are separated by a vacuum region of 12A˚ .The first Brillouin zone of 

the p (3 x 3) supercell is sampled with a 3 x 3 x 1 k-point grid, which are evidenced to be 
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sufficient for this cell. The climbing nudged elastic band103 and then dimer methods 104are 

used to locate the transition state, in which the saddle point is optimized using a force-

based conjugate gradient method until the maximum force in every degree of freedom is 

less than 0.01 eV/A˚. In order to obtain accurate forces, the total energy and band 

structure energy are converged to within 1 x10-7 eV/atom during the electronic 

optimization.  

The adsorption energy (Eads) of surface species on Ni2Cu overplayed Ni (1 1 1) 

has been calculated using the following equation: 

 

energy, total  adsorptionare the  gasEsurface and E ace ,surf-gasE , adsE herew

energy of adsorbed species , total energy of surface and corresponding gas species, total 

.37Ni (1 1 1) and the total energies of gas species respectively overplayedCu 2energy of Ni 

As agreed in literature, the more negative adsorption energy indicates that the gas 

species is more strongly adsorbed on the surface105,70. The transition state and minimum 

energy paths are obtained using the climbing-image nudge elastic band (Climbing-NEB) 

method and confirmed by single imaginary frequency from vibrational analysis103,106,107. 

All calculations have been performed on RAAD2 supercomputer at Texas A&M 

University at Qatar. RAAD2 is a Linux based system from the vendor Cray and has a 

total of 4,128 traditional CPU cores of the Intel Haswell architecture. Each of its 172 

 )gas+Esurface(E-acesurf-gas=EadsE (14) 
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compute nodes contains 24 physical CPU cores -- 2 processor sockets with 12 cores per 

socket -- and 128GB of RAM. The interconnect is comprised of the Cray Aries network, 

which is employed both for MPI as well as storage traffic. Raad2 runs SLURM as its 

workload manager, and is paired with a storage system from the vendor DDN that uses 

the parallel filesystem Lustre, providing 800TB of usable disk capacity accessible from 

all nodes108. 
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4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 Ni2Cu over-layered Ni (111) surface properties have been investigated. First, the 

adsorption and co-adsorption energies have been calculated in Table 2. After determining 

the initial and final state of each elementary reaction of DRM, transition states have been 

calculated and confirmed by vibrational analysis. Then zero-point energy correction and 

rate constant have been evaluated .As a result of that, the dominant pathway and rate-

limiting step have been confirmed. These steps are explained in Figure 12 

 

 

Figure 12 Sequence of DFT calculations shows workflow for DRM over Ni-Cu surface. 
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As shown in Figure 13 below, three different sites can be identified: (1) Two top 

sites (TopNi and TopCu ) ,two bridge sites (B2Ni and BNiCu) and two hollow sites (HCP and 

FCC). The optimal structures of all involved species are selected after examining all 

likely adsorption structures by considering only the most stable configurations on the 

 Species ∆Eads(eV)a Favored 
adsorption 

site 
1 CH4 -0.024 N/A 
2 CH3 -2.165 FCC 
3 CH2 -4.997 FCC 
4 CH -5.432 FCC 
5 C -7.044 HCP 
6 O -6.339 FCC 
7 OH -3.275 B2Ni 
8 CO -1.518 B2Ni 
9 COH -4.072 B2Ni 

10 CHOH -2.401 B2Ni 
11 CO2 -0.034 N/A 
12 H -3.608 FCC 
13 H2 -0.056 N/A 
14 CH3O -2.4 B2Ni 
15 CH2O -0.036 N/A 
16 CH2OH -1.865 TopNi 
17 CH3OH -0.045 N/A 
18 CHO -2.054 TopNi 
19 COH -4.072 B2Ni 
20 H2O -0.056 N/A 
21 COOH -2.278 TopNi 

a Zero-point energy correction are not included 
 

Table 2 Calculated adsorption energies of the species involved in DRM on Ni2Cu 
overplayed Ni (111) surface. 
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Ni2Cu(111) overlayer used. The values of the corresponding parameters are given in 

Table 2. All possible reaction paths were considered. However, only the minimum energy 

path (MEP) of each elementary step was selected. The potential energy profiles of 

optimized structures of initial states (ISs), transition states (T.Ss) and final states (FSs) 

are shown. Then, the transition states obtained were confirmed by a single frequency 

from vibrational analysis. Both T.S and I.S real frequencies have been used for rate 

constant calculations. 

 

 

Figure 13 Ni2Cu overlayer of Ni (111). 
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4.1 Mechanism of CH4 dissociation 

4.1.1 Adsorption of CHx species on Ni2Cu overlayer Ni (111) surface (x=1-4) 

DRM turnover rate of DRM is solely limited by C-H bond activation regardless of 

concentration of reactants109. Consequently, it is expected the CH4 is consumed via 

dissociative adsorption regardless of CO2 concentration. Then, the resulting CHx species 

are either subsequently oxidized by atomic oxygen and OH species to form CHxO and 

CHxOH species respectively or further dehydrogenated.  

CH4 have been found to be physically adsorbed at the HCP site. The adsorption 

energy is weak with a value around -0.022 eV. On the other hand, CH3, CH2 and CH are 

strongly adsorbed via carbon atom on FCC site with corresponding adsorption energy of -

2.17,-4.99, and -5.43 eV, respectively. Similarly, it has been found that H tends to be 

adsorbed to the FCC site. These results are in good agreement with results of Ni2Fe 

overplayed and pure Ni (111) surfaces33,64,65. 

4.1.2 CHx dissociation (x=1-4) 

The successive steps of CH4 dissociation start with physical adsorption of CH4 (g) 

on Ni2Cu surface to CH4*. This step showed weak adsorption energy of -0.02 eV. 

Then, activation energy of the first step of CH4 dissociation is calculated to be 

1.30 eV as shown in Figure 14. 

T.S. configuration is showing the detached H atom is located at HCP ,and the 

remaining CH3 fragment settle down at 2.08 to achieve maximum C-H-Ni  three-center 

bonding60,110.After CH4 is dissociative adsorption on the Ni2Cu surface, the two 
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subsequent dehydrogenation steps of CH3 and CH2 species are more facile with 0.75 eV 

and 0.49 eV and endothermicity by 0.33 and exothermicity of 0.066 eV, respectively. So, 

the generation of CH3O(H) as well as CH2O(H) is relatively quiet difficult because the 

energy barrier of CH3 and CH2 dissociation are relatively lower than those for the 

oxidation (1.37 and 1.6 eV) for CH3 oxidation, 0.76 and 0.78 eV for the CH2 oxidation. 

CH3OH could be formed from CH3, CH3O or CH2OH intermediates which mainly 

formed from CH2 and CH3 oxidation. Among these intermediates CH2OH is the most 

favorable with 1.07 eV energy barrier to overcome.  

 

 

Figure 14 Activation energy profile of CH4 dehydrogenation. Gray frame is showing T.S. 
configuration where CH3 and H are co-adsorbed on TopNi. 
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As for CH decomposition, the activation energy barrier increased significantly to 

1.41 eV which is higher than those of CH oxidation by OH and O species (1.08 and 1.06 

eV) respectively. Based on above results, one can conclude that CH dissociation is the 

rate-limiting step for CH4 dissociation process as in Figure 15. 

In conclusion , the energy barriers for CHx (x=1-4) bond dissociation increase in 

order of CH2<CH3<CH4<CH, which is in line with CH4 decomposition on pure Ni(111) 

and Ni2Fe systems64,111.Moreover,CH3 prefers further dehydrogenation than oxidation as 

in Figure 16 The comparison Ni2Cu and those systems clearly indicate that doping Cu 

into Ni (111) surface has greatly reduced carbon deposition from CH radical 

dehydrogenation 
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Figure 15 Activation energy profile for CH4 dissociation steps. 
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Figure 16 Activation energy profile for different CH3 possible pathways. It has been found further dehydrogenation is 
favored over oxidation. Similar pattern has been noticed for CH2. 
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4.2 Mechanism for CO2 decomposition 

As it has been expected from experimental work 112,113, CO2 decomposition have 

two possible pathways. First, the adsorbed CO2 dissociates directly to form CO and 

atomic oxygen. The latter  acts as oxidant for CH x (x=1-4) to form intermediate that will 

ultimately end with CO(g)  .In the second pathway, CH4 firstly is dehydrogenated to 

produce atomic H which subsequently activate the adsorbed CO2 to produce COOH 

intermediate. Then, the decomposition of COOH results in CO and the oxidant OH as per 

below equation. 

4.2.1 CO2 direct activation 

The adsorption of CO2 on Ni2Cu surface has been investigated at all possible 

sites. After geometry optimization, it has been found that CO2 is physically adsorbed 

towards vacuum with weak adsorption energy of -0.03 eV in parallel to surface with C-

Cu. This results agrees with Heiland114 who has used both fast ion beam and fast 

molecular beam techniques to study CO2 dissociation and found no chemisorbed CO2 on 

Ni (111). Moreover, it also agrees with Zhu et al36 and Xu et al69 computational studies 

on Ni(111) and on Ni2Fe surfaces respectively 33,64. CO prefers to be adsorbed on TopNi, 

and O atom binds to FCC. The calculated adsorption energy is -1.51 for CO and -6.39 eV 

for atomic oxygen ,which indicate that Cu doping in Ni(111) network has improved 

atomic oxygen adsorption ability while weaken CO adsorption compared to both pure 

Ni(111) and Ni2Fe surfaces respectively 33,64. 

 CO2* + H*      COOH *     CO* + OH* (15) 
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4.2.2 Hydrogen-induced CO2 dissociation 

As it has been described above, the hydrogen atoms released from CH4 

dissociation pathway may contribute or activate CO2 activation. First, the CO2 and 

hydrogen are co-adsorbed on Ni2Cu surface to form an intermediate COOH with and 

activation energy barrier of 0.93 eV and exothermic reaction energy of -0.11 eV as shown 

in Figure 17. Then, the C-O bond is broken to reach a final state of co-adsorbed CO and 

OH on B2Ni site with C-Ni bond length is 1.89A for CO and O-Ni bond length for OH 

.The  activation energy barrier is found to be 0.43 eV and the reaction is exothermic with 

energy of -0.59 eV . 

 

 

Figure 17 Activation energy profile of H-induced CO2 activation .Gray frame show T.S. 
configuration 

In previous studies of DRM on pure Ni (111) surface, CO2 direct dissociation was 

found to be dominant with energy barrier of 0.67 eV37 compared to 1.13 eV for the H-

induced activation pathway33. Consequently, atomic oxygen was considered to be 

dominant oxidant of CHx (x=1-4) intermediates. On the other hand, the Ni2Cu surface has 
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reduced H-induced CO2 dissociation from 1.13 eV to 0.93 eV. Thus, doping Cu in Ni 

(111) network has slightly favor the CO2 hydrogenation process which will result in OH 

oxidant via COOH* intermediate dissociation. Comparing both CO2 direct and induced 

activation pathways, one can say that H-induced CO2 dissociation is more favorable than 

in Ni(111) case with both atomic oxygen and OH are participating as oxidants of CHx 

(x=1-3) intermediates. Similar behavior has been reported for the Ni2Fe surface as in 

Figure 1867. 

 

 

 

4.3 Oxidation of C and CH 

In the process of CH4 dissociation to C and H, CHx (x=0-3) may be coupled with 

either atomic oxygen or hydroxide species to produce CHxO(H). Our DFT calculations 

have shown that the CH3 and CH2 dehydrogenation reaction are more favorable due to 

Figure 18 Activation energy profile for H-induced CO2 dissociation. 
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the facile energy barriers of 0.75 eV and 0.49 eV, respectively. In contrast, the CH 

dehydrogenation have significantly higher energy barrier of 1.41 eV and with the reverse 

reaction energically favored by 50% at activation energy barrier of 0.71 eV. Thus, coke 

formation due to CH decomposition is less favored in case of Ni2Cu system compared to 

pure Ni (111) and Ni2Fe surfaces which have less energy barriers of 1.33 and 1.36 eV, 

respectively. Moreover, only CH and C represent the most stable major intermediates that 

remain on the surface rather than the kinetically unstable CH3 and CH2 intermediates. To 

illustrate this assumption, all the possible oxidation of CHx are systematically calculated. 

Among those calculations, it has been found that only C oxidation and CH oxidation are 

favorable.  
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4.3.1 Carbon elimination by C+O and C+OH reaction 

C+O oxidation pathway has been found much more favorable with an activation 

energy barrier of 0.72 eV in an highly exothermic reaction energy of -2.17 eV 

(compared to 1.59 eV and 1.58 eV in case of Ni(111) and Ni2Fe, respectively) while 

C+OH have showed an activation barrier of 1.12 eV compared to 1.46 eV and 1.42 eV 

for Ni (111) and Ni2Fe surfaces, respectively. Moreover, the reverse reaction of 

COC+O has to overcome 2.89 eV activation energy barrier which is clearly in favor of 

carbon elimination. This breakthrough indicates that this particular oxidation reaction is 

accelerated on Cu enriched surface with Cu change the surface properties to enhance 

carbon elimination by atomic oxygen and even by OH species at lesser extent that cannot 

be ignored too Figure 19 and Figure 20.  

As will be explained later, the temperature will play crucial role to enhance these 

oxidation steps.  From these results, one can conclude that doping Cu in the Ni (111) 

have reduced coke formation by both increasing the activation energy barrier of CO and 

CH dissociation while improving carbon elimination by both atomic oxygen and OH 

species. These outstanding  results overcoming both Ni(111) and Ni2Fe in terms of coke 

resistance and agrees with both previous computational and experimental studies69, 82, 

85,115. 
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Figure 19 Coke removal via atomic oxygen has smallest energy barriers of all other 
oxidation reactions. Black Frames are showing initial state, T.S. and final state.
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Figure 20 Comparative activation energy profiles of C+O oxidation reaction for Ni2Cu (red) and Ni2Fe (black) surfaces. It 
shows that carbon elimination is improved more than twice.  
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4.3.2 CH+O and CH+OH reactions 

The oxidation of CH by atomic oxygen generated from CO2 direct dissociation 

begins from co-adsorption of CH on FCC and oxygen atom on HCP with one Cu 

bridging between the two species. At transition state, atomic oxygen moves to BNiCu site 

with Ni-O distance of 1.97◦A and Cu-O distance of 2.01◦A while CH settles at B2Ni site 

with Ni-C distance of 1.86◦A and 1.81 ◦A. It has been calculated that the energy barrier of 

that step is only 1.06 eV which is significantly lower by 0.47 eV and by 0.78 eV than that 

of pure Ni (111) and Ni2Fe surface respectively. Similarly, CH and OH are co-adsorbed 

at adjacent FCC and B2Nisites, then the intermediate CHOH is formed by overcoming 

energy barrier of only 1.08 eV compared to 1.48 eV and 1.42 in case of pure Ni (111) and 

Ni2Fe, respectively as in Figure 21.  

 

 

Figure 21 Activation energy profile of CH oxidation by OH.OH is effective oxidant that 
helps skipping CH dissociation. Gray frame is showing T.S. configuration where OH is 
adsorbed on TopCu while CH adsorbed on TopNi. 
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4.3.3 CHO (H) and COH decomposition 

The stable CHOH configuration involves CHOH located at B2Ni site with equal C-

Ni distances of 1.95 ◦A. The subsequent CHOH* have two possible pathways. The first 

pathway involves the dissociation via CHOH*CHO*+H* at activation energy barrier 

of 0.60 eV. Then the produced CHO is facile to dissociate to form CO and atomic H at 

energy barrier of 0.18eV as in Figure 22 . 

 

 

Figure 22 Activation energy profile of CHOH favorable dissociation to form 
COH*+H*.Gray frame is showing T.S. configuration. 
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The second pathway is going through formation of COH* and H* after 

overcoming a facile energy barrier of only 0.20 eV  and then the COH* dissolves to CO 

and atomic H at energy barrier of 1.09.From above calculations, one can conclude that 

CH oxidation by atomic oxygen and OH oxidants are very competitive with a minute 

energy barrier difference (1.06 and 1.08 eV ,respectively) which distinguishes Ni2Cu 

system from Ni(111) and Ni2Fe by the active participation of OH as oxidant as in   

Figure 2333,64. Moreover, it has been found that in spite of the slightly lower activation 

barrier of CH oxidation by atomic oxygen, CH oxidation by OH shows higher rate 

constant at reaction temperature from 800-1000K as it will be elaborated later.
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Figure 23  Activation energy profile of different CHOH* dissociation pathways. 
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4.4 H2 and H2O formation 

The reaction of H* +H* H2 (g) requires activation energy barrier of 0.71 eV 

with endothermic reaction energy of 0.57 eV. The formed H2 (g) is physically adsorbed 

on catalyst surface with adsorption energy of -0.016 eV which in-along with 

endothermicity in the high reaction temperatures- favor of product formation. Thus, H2 

(g) product formation via  Ni2Cu catalyst is more facile than pure Ni(111) and Ni2Fe 

which possess relatively higher energy barrier of 0.92 eV or even 1.18 eV,  respectively 

as in Figure 2433,64. 

 

 

Figure 24  H2O formation via OH*+H* reaction. The weakly adsorbed H2O may 
physically remove coke from catalyst surface in DRM elevated temperatures (steam). 
Gray frame is showing T.S. 
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Table 3 Calculated activation energies for all forward (Ea,f) , reverse (Ea,r) and enthalpy 
(∆Hf) of elementary reaction involved in dry reforming of methane. 

Reaction Ea,f 
*(eV) ∆Hf 

**(eV) Ea,r
***(eV) 

CH4-->CH3+H 1.30 0.78 0.52 
CH3-->CH2+H 0.75 0.33 0.42 
CH2-->CH+H 0.49 -0.06 0.55 
CH-->C+H 1.40 0.69 0.71 
C+O-->CO 0.72 -2.17 2.89 
CH+O-->CHO 1.06 -0.30 1.36 
CHO-->CO+H 0.18 -1.17 1.35 
C+OH-->COH 1.13 -0.95 2.07 
H+H-->H2 0.73 0.57 0.16 
CH+OH-->CHOH 1.08 0.24 0.84 
CHOH-->CHO+H 0.60 -0.31 0.91 
CO2+H-→COOH 0.93 -0.12 1.05 
COOH-->CO+OH 0.43 -0.59 1.02 
O+H-->OH 0.94 -0.24 1.18 
H+OH-->H2O 0.91 -0.15 1.06 
CO2-->CO+O 1.69 0.48 1.21 
CH3+O-->CH3O 1.37 -0.22 1.59 
CH2+O-→CH2O 0.76 -0.43 1.19 
CHOH-→COH+H 0.20 -0.53 0.73 
COH-->CO+H 1.01 -1.09 2.10 
CH3+OH-->CH3OH 1.60 -0.14 1.74 
CH2+OH-->CH2OH 0.78 -0.10 0.88 
CH3O-->CH2O+H 0.96 0.57 0.39 
CH2OH-->CH2O+H 0.75 -0.07 0.82 
CH2OH-->CHOH+H 0.92 0.42 0.50 
CH3OH-->CH3O+H 4.29 0.01 4.28 
CH3OH-→CH2OH+H 2.46 1.39 1.10 

 *,**,*** ZPE corrections are not included 

 

Table 3 summarizes the calculated energy barriers for all possible elementary 

reactions involved in DRM. For H2O formation, the adsorbed H and O atoms are reacting 

to produce OH with energy barrier of 0.94 eV and exothermic reaction energy of -0.24 

eV. Finally, the formed OH reacts exothermically with H with similar activation energy 
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barrier of around 0.91 eV and reaction energy of -0.15 eV.  These two steps are favored 

energetically than similar steps on pure Ni (111) surface and Ni2Fe (111) surfaces. The 

H2O formed is physically adsorbed at the surface with adsorption energy of -0.06 eV. In 

elevated temperature of DRM, this H2O may participate in physical removal of coke 

deposition on the catalyst surface. 

4.5 Effect of Cu and temperature on carbon deposition resistance 

One of the drawbacks of DFT is that calculations follow zero temperature 

approach. The calculations reflect the condition where atoms are localized at “minimum 

energy” positions at 0 K. To overcome this problem, a complete vibrational analysis is 

performed on the elementary reaction. It is well-know that atoms in material are vibrating 

around their equilibrium positions at different temperature. These vibrations can be 

measured experimentally by spectroscopic methods and therefore have a great 

importance in DFT. 

Calculation of vibrational frequencies has double benefit. First, it can confirm the 

transition state configuration as well as the activation energy barrier. One striking feature 

of these frequencies is that at the transition state, one of them is imaginary (i.e., the 

eigenvalue associated with this vibrational mode is negative). The reason behind that is 

the transition state is a point on the potential energy surface that is a minimum in all 

directions but one. Second benefit is that it can be used to confirm calculate the rate 

constant via partion function or vineyard formula. The later is the crucial central step in 

developing microkinetic model of the overall reaction and identify atomistic model as in 

Figure 25116. 
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In that context, we will utilize the calculated vibrational frequencies to evaluate the rate 

constant from the confirmed transition states with focus on the role of Cu doping and 

temperature on coke deposition resistance. 

 

 

Figure 25 Illustration of workflow for constructing a microkinetic model adapted 
from116. 
  

Under realistic conditions, DRM is highly endothermic which require 

temperatures as high as 800-1000 K to obtain reasonable conversion 117 and coke 
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resistance 39.So in order to understand the effect of temperature and Cu doping on coke 

deposition resistance ,complete vibrational analysis for the involved elementary reaction 

is performed to calculate the rate constants at that temperature range. Coke deposition can 

be from two main source: CH4 and CO2.For carbon formation from CH4,CH dissociation 

have to overcome 1.40 eV. This carbon can be easily oxidized by atomic oxygen with 

energy barrier 0.71 eV only. Moreover, more importantly, CH oxidation pathway will 

transfer CH to CO via CHO skipping carbon formation from CH4 dissociation pathway. 

Thus, the rate constant ratio of CH oxidation pathway to C oxidation pathway will 

determine carbon deposition from CH4 route. As this ratio becomes high, then carbon 

formation is reduced37.  

Regarding CO2, carbon formation faces a very high energy barrier of 2.89 eV. So, 

dissociation of CO into C and O is highly unfavorable on Ni2Cu surface which diminish 

coke formation from CO2 route. Table 4 shows rate constants k(s-1) on Ni2Cu surface at 

different temperatures for reactions involved in carbon elimination and deposition. 

In general, k of C+O (OH) increases with the increasing temperature. The results 

confirm that carbon deposition from CO is negligible due to the very small k values. In 

addition, CH is dissociation rate constant is less than that of carbon oxidation either by 

atomic oxygen or by OH species. With increasing temperature, kCH/kC(O) increase while 

kCH/kC(OH) decreases. 
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Table 4 Rate Constant k(S-1) on Ni2Cu surface at different temperatures. 
Ni2Cu Surface 800K 850K 900K 950K 1000K 

CO→C+O 4.36E-07 5.11E-06 4.56E-05 3.23E-04 1.88E-03 

CH -->C+H 1.18E+05 3.90E+05 1.13E+06 2.92E+06 6.88E+06 

C+O—>CO 2.43E+08 4.50E+08 7.74E+08 1.25E+09 1.95E+09 

C+OH-->COH 5.75E+06 1.50E+07 3.53E+07 7.59E+07 1.51E+08 

CH+O-->CHO 6.01E+06 1.49E+07 3.32E+07 6.83E+07 1.31E+08 

CH+OH-->CHOH 3.28E+07 8.27E+07 1.88E+08 3.93E+08 7.62E+08 

kCH/kC(O) 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.07 

kCH/kC(OH) 5.70 5.50 5.33 5.18 5.05 
 

Figure 26 shows temperature effect on carbon elimination. C+O possesses the 

highest rate constant of all carbon elimination reactions followed by CH+OH while 

C+OH and CH+O have comparable rate constants. In addition, one can conclude that OH 

is dominant oxidant for CH while atomic oxygen is dominant for coke removal at 

different temperature. From one hand, this reveals the easy removal of coke deposition by 

atomic oxygen at the higher temperature range. On the other hand, it also reveals the 

importance of OH species role to bypass the coke formation step from CH dissociation 

especially at the lower to medium temperature range where kCH/kC(OH)>> kCH/kC(O) .  

Comparing these results to Zhang et al work70,carbon elimination via C+O 

reactions in Ni2Cu>NiCu (1:1)>pure Ni(111) .This suggests that carful decoration of Ni-

Ni surface with Cu atoms will enhance the carbon elimination by C+O reaction while 

reducing the carbon deposition via CH dissociation. Higher Cu/Ni ratio is expected to 
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suppress the catalyst activity probably as it occupies Ni active site. These results agree 

with experimental results69,82,118.  

 

 

Figure 26 Rate constant values of coke removal reactions on different temperatures. 
 

Moreover, the reaction proceeds, it is expected to show more stability as rate of 

carbon elimination by both OH and atomic oxygen will be much higher of carbon 

deposition via CH dissociation. This periodic cycle of carbon deposition and elimination 

result in catalyst stability as explained in Figure 27. 
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Figure 27 Periodic cycle of carbon deposition and elimination results in is Ni2Cu 
catalyst stability 
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                     Table 5 Vibrational frequencies and Zero-point energy correction of T.S. of dominant elementary reactions. 
   *Bold numbers are the imaginary frequencies that confirm the T.S 

Reaction Frequencies (cm-1) ZPET.S  (eV) 

CH4-->CH3+H 819.53*, 59.11 ,108.04 ,132.75 ,261.32  ,362.45 , 673.55 ,789.46 ,1143.10 ,1359.84 ,1394.47 ,1623.37 ,2969.78 ,3062.81 

,3087.85 
1.06 

CH3-->CH2+H 918.70 ,2983.18 ,2933.26 ,1682.49 ,1339.03 , 895.72, 710.83, 554.02, 507.44, 325.13, 232.66, 117.91 0.76 

CH2-->CH+H 869.34 ,165.36 ,274.50 ,441.62 ,596.77 ,659.66 ,887.05 ,1547.77 ,3043.56 0.47 

CH-->C+H 961.56 ,258.61 ,388.83 ,532.72 ,569.96 ,1308.36 0.19 

C+O-->CO 219.59 ,399.37 ,420.94 ,514.03 ,553.52 ,614.10 0.16 

CH+O-->CHO 464.03 ,129.67 ,270.90 ,384.45 ,465.37 ,584.49 ,692.61 ,910.96 ,3069.77 0.40 

CHO-->CO+H 328.43 ,71.95 ,84.59 , 190.42,303.42 ,601.96 ,1038.61 ,1570.87 ,2522.31 0.40 

C+OH-->COH 181.06 ,72.61 ,186.82 ,324.76 ,378.84 ,576.60 ,589.12 ,640.27 ,3676.65 0.40 

H+H-->H2 841.83 ,165.81 ,246.70 ,350.07 ,1632.59 ,1880.40 0.27 

CH+OH-->CHOH 157.86 ,90.71 ,99.16 ,161.57 ,174.99 ,373.96 ,539.84 ,604.36 ,621.58 ,813.22 ,2939.62 ,3658.00 0.62 

CHOH-->CHO+H 1293.53 ,129.26 ,162.25 ,188.72 ,209.12 ,321.76 ,546.69 ,692.61 ,850.51 ,952.32 ,1146.87 ,2771.89 0.49 

CO2+H-→COOH 1351.94 ,87.91 ,101.57 ,144.06 ,240.08 ,303.05 ,469.25 ,530.16 ,683.00 ,892.49 ,1150.57 ,1545.00 0.38 

COOH-->CO+OH 178.76 ,65.60 ,125.85 ,178.29 ,204.22,317.52 ,382.05 ,426.69 ,542.31 ,762.23 ,1830.49 ,3509.01 0.52 

O+H-->OH 1199.07 ,240.02 ,246.75 ,324.31 ,468.52 ,1492.46 0.17 

H+OH-->H2O 624.65 ,97.25 ,150.44 ,337.45 ,407.75 ,566.99 ,745.44 ,913.98 ,3652.67 0.43 
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4.6 Dominant reaction pathways and rate-limiting step 

Based on DFT calculations of activation energy barriers of DRM over Ni2Cu 

which are confirmed by vibrational frequencies as Table 5, the most dominant pathways 

can be predicted.CH4 undergoes successive dehydrogenation steps ,among them CH3 and 

CH2 dissociation are the more facile with energy barrier of 0.75 eV and 0.49 eV 

respectively. Moreover, oxidations of these species either by atomic oxygen or OH are 

not favored energetically due to higher energy barrier of 1.37 eV and 1.6 eV in case of 

CH3 and 0.76 eV and 0.78 in case of CH2 oxidation, respectively. Consequently, the CH4 

dissociation will result in that CH, C and H at lesser extent as the main intermediates. 

As discussed separately above, CH showed 3 major pathways as follow 

I. CH* C* + H*  

II. CH* + O*  CHO* CO* + H* 

III. CH * + OH* CHOH* 

Having to overcome significantly higher energy barrier 1.41 eV, CH dissociation 

is the major source of coke formation have become quite difficult due to doping Cu into 

Ni (111) network. Moreover, coke formation from CO dissociation has been found 

energetically and kinetically unfavorable. Moreover, CH dissociation has been found the 

rate-limiting step of the reaction and expected to determine the overall rate of reaction. 

For CH* oxidation, both oxidation pathways II and III are very competitive with 

oxidation by atomic oxygen is slightly favored over OH oxidation with energy barrier of 

1.06 eV. However, kinetic data favors the CHOH* formation based on vibrational 

analysis and rate constant. Regarding CHOH*, the most favored pathway goes through 
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formation of COH* with activation energy barrier of 0.20 eV which further dissociate to 

CO* and H*. 

Looking at coke elimination, oxidation by atomic oxygen is more favorable with 

only 0.71 eV energy barriers to overcome. As for H* intermediate, H* + H* H2* is the 

most favored pathway. 

Regarding CO2 activation pathways are possible, CO2 direct dissociation to form 

CO and O (pathway I) and H-induced CO2 formation through intermediate COOH* 

which in turn dissociate to CO* and OH* (pathway II) .Pathway II has been found to be 

more favorable with an energy barrier of 0.93 eV which suggests that doped Cu atoms 

have promoted H-induced CO2 activation pathway which results in formation of both O 

and OH oxidants responsible for CH and C elimination on the Ni2Cu surface. Rate 

constant calculations have revealed carbon oxidation by atomic oxygen is the more 

favorable elimination reactions followed by CH+OH while C+OH and CH+O have 

comparable rate constants. The overall mechanism is summarized in Figure 28  
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Figure 28 Dominant pathways energy barriers in eV. For comparison, Ea in black is for Ni (111), green is for Ni2Cu surface 
while red color values are for carbon deposition/elimination steps on Ni2Cu surface adapted from 119..
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5 CONCLUSION, RECOMMENDATIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

5.1  Conclusion 

To summarize, this study aimed to get mechanistic understanding of dry 

reforming of methane (DRM) on Ni2Cu surface on the molecular level utilizing density 

functional theory (DFT) calculations. 

All elementary reactions steps are covered comprehensively which include CH4 

dehydrogenation, CO2 activation, CH and C oxidation via atomic oxidation and OH. 

First, the adsorption different species suggested the most stable configurations and the 

corresponding adsorption energies. Then, the detailed mechanism has been investigated 

using climbing nudged elastic band method (cNEB) followed by dimer method to locate 

the elementary reaction saddle points. The results pointed that CH4 and CH dissociation 

energy barrier have been significantly increased in presence of doped Cu in Ni-Ni 

network. Moreover, CH dissociation has been found the rate-limiting step of the reaction 

with 1.41 eV energy barrier which suggests significant improvement in regarding carbon 

deposition inhibition compared to similar reactions on Ni (111) and Ni2Fe surfaces.  

In addition, it has been found that in presence of Cu, the coke elimination via 

oxidation have been not only improved remarkably in case of atomic oxygen as oxidant 

but also showed active participation of OH species. The later have been clearly seen in 

the difference of energy barriers of CH oxidation by atomic oxygen and that one by OH 

species which was only 0.02 eV. Among the C/CH oxidation pathways, C* + O*  CO 

(g) has been found the most favorable with energy barrier of 0.71 eV which is almost less 
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than half of that of Ni (111) and Ni2Fe for the similar reaction. Furthermore, easier H2O 

(g) formation can physically assist to halt coke deposition.  

Comparing these results to Zhang et al work70,carbon elimination via C+O 

reactions in Ni2Cu>NiCu (1:1)>pure Ni(111).This suggests that carful decoration of Ni-

Ni surface with Cu atoms will enhance the carbon elimination by C+O reaction while 

reducing the carbon deposition via CH dissociation. Higher Cu/Ni ratio is expected to 

suppress the catalyst activity probably as it occupies Ni active site. These results agree 

with experimental results in literature69,82,118 and our group experimental work . 

 

 

Figure 29 CH4 conversion for DMR on Ni(111) and different Ni-Cu modified catalyst. 
Medium Ni-Cu catalyst (in blue) is showing sustained conversion over TOS of 10 h 
reprinted with permission from our research group. 
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From experimental and DFT calculation, it has been found that Ni (111) catalyst 

which shows higher initial activity and later drastic drop in catalyst activity and 

conversion due to coke deposition on catalyst surface31. On the other hand, the proposed 

Ni2Cu catalyst is expected to show less initial activity due to the relatively higher CH4 

dissociation steps energy barriers. However, as the reaction proceeds to equilibrium 

conversion, this “slow down” behavior of initial conversion will result in sustained 

activity is for prolong period due to timely coke removal as in Figure 29. In addition, the 

CO2 dissociation is easily activated via H-induced pathway. Coupled with the facile 

dissociation of COH*, CHOH* and COOH* intermediates, the reaction is expected to 

maintain sustainable CO2 conversion as Figure 30. 

 

 

Figure 30 CO2 conversion for DMR on Ni(111) and different Ni-Cu modified catalyst. 
Medium Ni-Cu catalyst (in blue) is showing sustained conversion over TOS of 10 h 
reprinted with permission from our research group. 
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Last, it is expected to have a stable H2/CO ratio near unity due to two main 

reasons: first, CH oxidation is more favorable than CH dissociation and ultimately from 

CO and second is that the relatively slow CH4 dissociation will control the atomic H* 

species which end up with H2 (g) formation as in Figure 31.  

 

 

Figure 31 H2/CO ratio for DMR on Ni (111) and different Ni-Cu modified catalyst. 
Medium Ni-Cu catalyst (in blue) is showing sustained conversion over TOS of 10 h 
reprinted with permission from our research group. 
 

To conclude, it is expected that once carbon deposition occurs on Ni2Cu surface, 

the coke is timely removed as rate of carbon elimination-by different oxidation reaction- 

will be much higher of carbon deposition. This efficient periodic cycle of carbon 

deposition and carbon elimination contributes to more stable catalytic performance that 
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explains the experimental results that Ni-Cu bimetallic catalysts have outstanding 

catalytic performance and excellent carbon deposition resistance in DRM. 

5.2 Recommendations and future work 

The DFT calculations suggested outstanding carbon-resistance ability which leads 

to stable prolonged activity for Ni2Cu catalyst. It represent cheap and environmental 

friendly alternative for noble metal-based catalysts. . Computationally, these results also 

can be solid basis to build a detailed microkinetic model for DRM over Ni2Cu reaction. It 

is also recommended to examine the possible role of different supports for the suggested 

catalyst. Moreover, it is recommended that these results are confirmed by experimental 

work to identify the optimum amount of Cu doping in the Ni-Ni network in an iterative 

approach as Figure 32. In that direction, it also suggested the different supports are 

included in the calculation to examine their role in the reaction mechanism. Catalyst 

regeneration and disposal process need to be investigated to further examination of its 

feasibility. 

 

 

Figure 32 Integrated approach of Ni2Cu catalyst Design 
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APPENDIX 

I. DFT (Density Functional Theory) 

The total energy of a system of atoms is calculated using the stationary 

Schrödinger equation: 

 

Where the many-body Hamiltonian Ĥ can be written: 

The expression includes contributions from electron-nuclei interactions (eZ), 

electron-electron interactions (ee), and nuclei-nuclei interactions (ZZ). The corresponding 

Schrödinger equation does not allow an analytical solution for more than one electron, 

and must be solved by approximations such as Born-Oppenheimer approximation which 

is sufficient to deal with the electronic part of the Hamiltonian95. 

The 1st H-K theorem states that the ground state electronic density (ρ ) uniquely 

determines the external potential (Vext). This implies that ρ also determines the ground 

state ᴪ of the many body problems.The second HK theorem defines the variational 

energy as a functional of ρ: 

 

 Ĥ ᴪ = Eᴪ (16) 

 Ĥ = ĤeZ + Ĥee + ĤZZ (17) 

 Ev [ρ] =<ᴪ [ρ]Ť+Ŭee | ᴪ [ρ]>+∫ ρ(r) vext (r) dr 
(1

8) 
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where vext is the external potential, Ť is the kinetic energy operator for the electrons120. 

To simplify, the energy functional at Eq (19) from HK can be rewritten as 

 

 

 

 

 

The terms on Eknown are, in order, the electron kinetic energies, the Coulomb 

interactions between the electrons and the nuclei, the Coulomb interactions between pairs 

of electrons, and the Coulomb interactions between pairs of nuclei96. The other term in 

the complete energy functional, EXC [{ᴪ i}],is the exchange–correlation functional, and it 

is defined to include all the quantum mechanical effects that are not included in the 

“known” terms97. 

 The self interaction is unphysical, and the correction for it is one of several 

effects that are lumped together into the final potential in the Kohn–Sham equations, VXC, 

which defines exchange and correlation contributions to the single electron equations. 

VXC can formally be defined as a “functional derivative” of the exchange–correlation 

energy: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

E [{ᴪ i}] = Eknown[{ᴪ i}]+  EXC[{ᴪ i}] 

 

 

 

(19) 
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The only remaining unknown quantity here is the exchange-correlation energy, which 

determines the accuracy of DFT121,122,97. 

II. Exchange correlation energy approximations 

The approximation of the exchange-correlation functional is a major concern 

when it comes to the accuracy of DFT97.  

Two kinds of exchange-correlation approximation is the Local Density 

Approximation (LDA) and Generalized Gradient Approximation GGA. In LDA, the 

exchange-correlation is approximated by considering the inhomogeneous electron gas as 

being locally homogeneous, thus applying the exchange-correlation hole of the 

homogeneous electron gas96. GGA approximation improves over LDA by taking into 

account the gradient of the density100. Multiple GGA functionals have been developed 

throughout time, and one popular choice is the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) 

functional. Another GGA functional derived from PBE is the revised PBE functional of 

Hammer et al. (RPBE), which is optimized for chemisorptions, which is of unique 

importance for microkientic modeling123,124. 

III. Energy barriers with NEB (Nudged Elastic Band) 

Nudged elastic band (NEB) is a method to find the Minimum Energy Path (MEP) 

between an initial state and final state, and NEB is also used to identify the transition 

state. 

 VXC(r) = EXC(r)/ n(r) (20) 
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To initialize a NEB calculation, the initial and final atomic positions are 

determined from adsorption calculations. The resulting atomic configurations are called 

images, and the distance between the images are described by a reaction coordinate r. 

Structural optimization is done on each image, which is connected to the other images by 

modifying the force component parallel to the MEP. The total force on each image is 

decomposed in parallel and perpendicular components as: 

 

where k is a spring constant. Typically, the transition state is not found without releasing 

the highest energy image from all spring forces, and reversing the true parallel force 

component. As a result, the image climbs up the MEP to the true transition state. This 

procedure is called the Climbing Image method. 

IV. Rate constant calculation 

The temperature dependence of the rate k of one or another thermally activated 

process in solids or atomic clusters (diffusion, decomposition, isomerization, etc.) is often 

described by the harmonic approximation to TST (hTST) can typically be used in studies 

of diffusion and reactions in crystals or at crystal surfaces. Accordingly, the rate constant 

khTST (T) can be calculated by: ...........................................................................................  

 F = F// + F┴= -kr + F┴ 
(21

) 

 khTST(T) = A exp (-Ea/KBT) (22) 
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where T is the temperature, KB is the Boltzmann constant, Ea is the activation energy (the 

minimum energy required to be transferred to the system to overcome an energy barrier 

on the corresponding reaction path), and A is the frequency factor with dimension of s–1 

125,126. 

The frequency factor A is calculated according to the Vineyard formula, which for an 

N-atom cluster with zero values of the total momentum and the total angular momentum has 

the form 

where vi are the eigenfrequencies of vibrations of the cluster in the state corresponding to the 

minimum of the potential energy Epot for all 3N – 6 normal coordinates, and vi , vi
` are the 

frequencies of vibrations at the saddle point corresponding to the maximum of  Epot for one 

normal coordinate and to the minimum for all the other coordinates (since one of the 3N – 6 

frequencies vi
` is imaginary, it is not included in the denominator of the expression for 

A126.Similary,the Zero-Point energy correction can be calculated as37: 

 

 

 =  
∏
∏ ′i

 (23) 

 EZPE=∑  
(24

) 
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V. Input and output files: 

The following Figure 33, Figure 34, Figure 35 and Figure 36 shows DFT input 

calculation parameters and VASPTM output for the Ni2Cu over-layered Ni (111) slab. 

 

Figure 33 Sample input files for cNEB calculations showing all input settings. 
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Figure 34 Sample POSCAR file shows the position of Ni and Cu atoms in Ni (111) slab. 
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Figure 35 Sample POTCAR file shows the PAW of Cu. 
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Figure 36 Sample Output File show the slab energy after required accuracy is reached. 


